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About This Game

It's time to blitz through the competition.

Dash Blitz is a fighting game based on classic run-and-gun platformers. The action brings players head-to-head at breakneck
speed!

Combine lightning speed with perfect air control for a truly fast and fun movement system unlike any other.

Simple controls and accessible attack-cancels make for a game that's easy to learn, but hard to master. Enjoy the
freedom!

Play as a large variety of original characters with a range of unique abilities!

Let your imagination run wild with a host of items and crazy stages, or keep it simple and focus on your combos! May
the best fighter win!

Complete freedom of movement.

Dash Blitz is all about moving where you want, as fast as you can. It's easy to get started, but can you master the Transmission
Era's fastest?
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Scale the walls with rapid jumps! Dash under obstacles with lightning speed!

Don't let them get away - even in the middle of a midair vault, you maintain total control over your movement. Perfect
for spacing out aerials!

No endlag, no worries! Virtually every attack can be cancelled. Just dash, jump or land, and you'll drop the attack and
get back in motion immediately!

Never crumble under pressure - successfully blocking any attack lets you Blitz, making you invulnerable and giving you
the chance to turn the tables! For a true contender, every attack is a window of opportunity.

The year is 1410, Transmission Era.

Humanity has prospered thanks to instant transmission technology, and forgotten much of what preceded them. Wide-spread nanite
use has given humans superior physical capabilities, and what was once considered "augmented" is now the norm. The thrill of
combat is the top sport across the globe, and advances in nanite technology have continued to push fighters beyond their limit.

Humans now compete on even footing with their own creations - and often fight more fiercely.

Dash Transit Solutions, the top dog in transmission networks, are sponsoring the DTS Grand Prix - the first international fighting
tournament the Transmission Era has ever seen.

They're offering a mountain of credits, international glory, and the chance to demo an advanced AI, Vizier, which they claim can
answer any question.

20 fighters will claw their way through the qualifiers and board the DTS Satellite for the greatest contest of their life. Each of them
chases riches, glory, something less savoury… or answers.
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Title: Dash Blitz
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
X-Joy Games
Publisher:
X-Joy Games
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Amnesia without stealth but with guns, stupid monsters and lags.. The game is a good platform\/metroidvania with smooth
controls and nice graphics. I would not say it's a masterpiece but it's worth playing.. Really solid and fun!. A game like Kancolle
but Touhou version.

Great game if you love an autonomous industry that manages waifus for you.. Pros:
- Graphics still hold up to this day!
- OUTSTANDING sound, especially with a headset. Each shot is not a toy, but a terrifying panic-enducing alarm which you
must keep a level head through to survive.
- Damage makes sense - shot with a 9 mil? Are you wearing armor thick enough to stop it from killing you? Your leg is injured,
you are limping and bleeding in pain. That shotgun is too close, there is no surviving that.
- Monumental gameplay mechanics (described in my rant below)
- SO MANY MODS!

Cons:
- No online servers left alive (aside from 4 or 5 hard-to-find custom servers)
- AI is overpowered in some moments and stupid in others

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 - were to start? I have infinite praise for this game.

This game is undeniably aged, but the gameplay mechanics still remain a pillar of tactical shooters to this day. Whether you go
on a mission with a team of expert counter-terorist operatives, or you head into a mission lone-wolf, alertness and strategy is key
to success - your life, your team's lives and the lives of helpless hostages all depend on your execution, which cannot be anything
less than perfect.

Before each mission you may chose from a range of multi-national Rainbow Operatives to accompany you on a mission. Each
operative has his/her specialty - be it alertness, stealth, leadership or skills with various equipment from breaching charges to
sniper support to clearing rooms in close-quarters combat. It is up to you to decide each member's loadout (primary, secondary,
type of ammunition, accessories, armor type, etc.,) You may chose to go in with a single squad or split up into 3 separate squads.
Then comes the fun part - mission planning: drawing up a master plan takes time and dedication to carrying out a successful
mission with zero casualties. Doing so you can rely on your fellow squad members to carry out your plans perfectly
automatically - while you are sweeping the basement another squad that you assembled will sweep the roof for you, according to
plan. But beware, everything relies on perfection.
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Great plane,ill recommend it to all plane and DCS lovers.
Its not to fast but this means you can learn to fly it more intense.
The only negative is, it has 2x configuration layouts, damit i have to assign all buttons and axis twice, with rudder panels and
hotas and saitek switches it takes me more than 30 min. What is SOL: Exodus?
it is a rather short but cool linear space sim. You control a small fighter against alot of enemies and usually have to protect some
ship with too low hp (even on easy) the game has a rather neat hacking system tho, wich makes it a bit more interesting.
The campaign can be completed in 3hours on easy but will take maybe up to 10 hours on hard depending on your skill and luck
as your teammates are really useless.

The good:
- its a space arcade sci-fi fighter sim
- hacking is new and interesting
- hard difficulty is hard
- mission challenges makes you want to replay missions
- the achievements are doable
- xbox controller support

The bad:
- Too short
- Repetative
- Hard is too hard
- no co-op or mp
- your ships flight path is weird sometimes, this can be very annoying

In short if you like arcadey space battle games this game is worth checking out on a sale, just dont expect AAA quality.
despite its shortcomings I actually had alot of fun.
. Very meh for a hentai game. It does have a nice city-building aspect which could work, but rpgmaker type games aren't really
meant for that sort of thing so it's a bit clumsy. Also most of the hentai scenes are single images with somewhat shoddy sound
effects, like the first oral sex scene the sound effects are like someone sucking on their finger as loud as they can. Most of these
games have multiple images per scene and better sound effects.. a kick in the nuts to all those soulless triple-a games

this is much more than it looks like in the first couple of minutes and it is best to go into the game without any knowledge of
what to expect

get it and have fun. cool game!! 4 player too much fun!!
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